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Wilmac is a premier provider of the best and most appropriate Customer Experience, Enterprise Voice Archiving (EVA), and
Compliance solutions for you - the decision-maker, leader, or technology-enthusiast who wants to bring the best solutions and
services to their workplace. Here you'll find informative content, upcoming events, industry spotlights, and advice from our experts.

KEEP IN TOUCH OPERATIONS ADVICE

June Pride Month
June 3 Axes & Ales Company Outing
June 19 Father's Day and Juneteenth
June 21 First Day of Summer
July 4 Happy Independence Day!
July 18 Rochester Business Classic Golf
Tournament
July 25 Wilmac's 65th Birthday

WELCOME TO WILMAC
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Welcome to the newest pack member..
Peter Fox!
Peter joined Wilmac in April as the Technical Service
Manager. His 9+ years of communications and technical
experience in industries like UCaaS, CCaaS, VoIP, and
BCDR* have him well-equipped for this position. 

He is excited to bring his diverse technical skillset to the
Wilmac Pack and play a role in Wilmac’s continuous
development as a company. Welcome to Wilmac, Peter!

Pete's confidence and passion for
delivering a great customer experience
is highlighted in all his interactions. He
has been able to jump into the
Technical Service Manager role and
apply his experience to enhance our
customer's experience with our teams. I
am excited to have him on the team
knowing our customers come first.

"

"

- Christina Cavaleri, Director of Service Operations

*UCaaS = Unified Communications as a Service
CCaaS = Contact Center as a Service
VoIP = Voice over Internet Protocol
BCDR = Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery

Schedule a Routine Health Check Today!
A qualified Wilmac service engineer will
review the health of your solution, make
recommendations on how to optimize
the services, and reassure the solution
is working effectively. 

Eligible Wilmac maintenance customers are entitled to
a routine health check. 

To schedule your routine health check, contact the
Wilmac Service Team at service@wilmacco.com.
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The Wilmac Sales Team is a dynamic, talented group of professionals with over 112 years of combined experience
working at Wilmac! The team can be described in 5 simple words: Agile experts dedicated to success. The sales team
has taken on every challenge thrown at them and found a way to make it work, all while putting the customer’s best
interests first.

TEAM OF THE MONTH

SOLUTION OF THE MONTH
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wilmac sales team

The team is made up of a few subsets: Sales, Sales Engineering, and Marketing. Sales is made up of a group of tenured
professionals who have experienced the changing needs of customers firsthand. Because of this, they are great at
putting themselves in the customer’s shoes to understand their needs and identify how Wilmac can help them. The Sales
Engineering squad is meticulous with details, qualifying and designing the best solution for the customer. They’re paired
closely with each Sales Director and are truly an end-to-end partner throughout your experience. Finally, Marketing is
composed of hungry individuals committed to finding market opportunities for Wilmac, increasing awareness, and
perfecting our brand identity. 

Vice President of Sales Jim Giblin says, “After 28 years of working at Wilmac, I’ve experienced the changing nature of
sales firsthand. This team knows how to adapt and respond to the market, all while putting the customer first. It’s a
pleasure being a part of it, and I’m excited to see what the future holds for them.”

You’ve most likely seen a significant amount of content coming from us on our Continuity Replay
solution and might remember it being our ‘Solution of the Month’ in our January 2022 issue. But, for
Issue #09 of the Mac Memo, we’re looking at Continuity Replay in a different light and focusing on its
abilities in our up-and-coming Wilmac Cloud offering.

Continuity Replay

in the Wilmac Cloud
Continuous delivery. When hosted in the Wilmac Cloud, Continuity Replay will be continuously updated with new functionality and
bug fixes. There will be no downtime or loss of functionality when this occurs.
Increased security. Your voice data will be secured with the latest security tools, updates, and patches in real time without added
cost or downtime. The Wilmac Cloud is a “True Cloud,” meaning it’s hosted by Amazon Web Services (AWS) where security is
their highest priority.
Performance scalability. Easily scale up or down to meet the needs of your business. In the Wilmac Cloud, you can quickly expand
Continuity Replay as needed in terms of storage.
High availability. Your voice data is securely backed up and always available. Even if a disaster strikes one data center, another
immediately takes over with no downtime or hassle for you.
Ease of use. While our previous versions of Continuity Replay emphasized ease of use, the Wilmac Cloud magnifies it. Onboarding
new users is simple with our straightforward UI and centralized management makes the solution easier to administrate
(especially if your organization is multi-site or global).

Continuity Replay is a dynamic solution that, on a high-level, allows you to manage and archive your
voice data after it’s been recorded. It fits into a wide variety of practice groups including financial
service organizations, contact centers, and public safety institutions. When housed in the Wilmac
Cloud solution, Continuity Replay has some notable benefits that go beyond the web-based version:

Deployed in the Wilmac Cloud, Continuity Replay will do everything it has done before; store your audio files and associated
metadata, allow for simple search and replay, let you decommission your legacy systems, house voice data from multiple vendors and
locations, comply with regulations for retention… the list goes on. Continuity Replay in the Wilmac Cloud is our Solution of the Month
because it offers you, the customer, significantly greater scalability, flexibility, and simplicity in managing your voice data.
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Thanks for reading! We look forward to seeing you next month.
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